Framework of the Assembly
Moment
0: reports
I: Identity

Time needed Content
1 day
Global, regions, working groups.
½ day
Reflection on the identity of the WSCF from four
perspectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.

II: Mission
½ day
and Vision
III: Strategic ½ day
plan: impact

Student
Christian – ecumenical
Movement based
Global action

First definition on the mission and vision of the
WSCF
Analysis and proposals on:
1. Transformational development
2. Resilient communities (preparedness and
recovery from situations of crisis)
3. Advocacy

Strategic plan: ½ day
thematic areas

Analysis of the work done and future proposals in
the following areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Eco justice
Inter-faith partnership
Peace building and conflict management
Identities, diversity and dialogue

Strategic plan: ½ day
capacity
building

Analysis and proposals on:

II: Mission
¼ day
and Vision
IV: New
¼ day
Leadership
V: Decisions 1 day

Second round of reflection on the mission and
vision of the WSCF
Elections

1. Leadership development
2. Biblical and theological analysis
3. Organizational development: systems,
policies, procedures.

ResolutionsPriorities for the next strategic
planInstallation of future leadership

This basic program of the assembly will take 5 days; the GA will be 6 days to include an
exposure, inputs from Colombian partners, worship, and Bible studies. There will also be one
day for Women’s and Men’s Pre-Assemblies. The total number of days will therefore be 7 days.
The methodology will include short presentations or panels, both in the plenary and in small
groups, and then discussions for analysis and proposals. In these groups we should expect
significant inputs from ecumenical and social organizations in Colombia; specific SCMs with
experience of work on some issues; partners; and Senior Friends. Also, we will expect proposals
from a gender perspective in all groups.
In order to be able to move forward in an effective way and reach the last day with concrete
proposals, we will appoint a good synthesis committee in the assembly. Each day we will hear a
presentation of the synthesis of the work of the previous day at the beginning of each day.
Do you want to learn more about WSCF General Assembly? Are you trying to persuade
someone to go to the WSCF GA? Then use our resource pack, here is everything you will ever
need for your endeavor!

